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WHY THE PATTERN TRADER™ TUTORIAL
IS SO UNIQUE AND SOUGHT AFTER …

• 12 Year Track Record
• Most Complete Syllabus
• Holistic Approach

• Time Tested Methods
• Effective Strategies
• Hands-On Applications

• Affordable Capital Outlay
• Realistic Returns
• Great Value-For-Money

WELL TRAINED • WELL PRACTICED • WELL SUPPORTED • WELL REPUTED

THE CHOICE OF PROFESSIONAL TRADERS
The Pattern Trader™ Tutorial and all its specialist workshops are designed for shortterm traders and medium-term investors and anyone who is looking to improve their
financial knowledge and status.
For more than twelve years, the Tutorial has evolved to become an allencompassing, complete and holistic educational program for Finance and
Economics. It has been the starting ground for many novice retail traders and has
groomed many an institutional trader, financial analysts, bunker traders, dealers,
brokers, remisiers and financial graduates from all over the world.
The Tutorial has outlasted almost all other financial courses to continue to
support and grow its graduates well into its second decade. The belief is that
financial education never ends and is always evolving. To stay the course and
maintain this level of dedication takes a lot of Passion, Energy and Stamina,
all of which the Pattern Trader™ has proven to have beyond any doubt.
The knowledge gained from the Tutorial will stand the graduate in good stead
both online and offline. As most of our money is offline, it is only wise that we
know what and where is safe and when to move it for better gains such as
fixed-income securities, properties, businesses and investment products. It is
imperative to know the difference between what is real and what is toxic or
whether it is a scam.

COMPLETE, HOLISTIC AND REALISTIC
This is the most complete financial syllabus that you're not going to find
anywhere else because this is a very unique and exclusive program.
It is not for those who are dreaming about becoming millionaires or
attaining financial freedom because this is not a bullshit program. Past
graduates have testified that this is more complete than most MBA
programs.
It is designed for those who wish to know everything about their
finances and how economics can affect their money without attending
a formal education.
The Tutorial gives the participant the knowledge and skills required to
begin or accelerate their financial journey in the money markets online
and offline.
This is material you will never find in books or workshops because
those experiences only happen to the REAL MACROTRADERS who
know how the market works, how the floor operates and how the
institutions make it their killing field.

PATTERN TRADER™ 10TH EDITION 2018 TUTORIAL
INTRODUCTION
Chapter 1 – Introduction
Chapter 2 - Knowing Yourself
Chapter 3 - Knowing The Markets
Chapter 4 - The Risk Markets
Chapter 5 - Treasury Bonds & Yields
Chapter 6 - Central Banking
MONITORING THE MARKET
Chapter 7 - The Price, Buying & Selling
Chapter 8 - Watchlists
Chapter 9 - Algorithms
MACROECONOMICS
Chapter 10 - Trend Watching
Chapter 11 - Self-Fulfilling Prophecies
Chapter 12 - Economic Indicators
Chapter 13 - News Watching
MONEYFLOW
Chapter 14 - Sector Rotation
Chapter 15 - Seasons & Cycles

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
Chapter 16 - Support, Resistance &
Channels
Chapter 17 - Breakout Patterns
Chapter 18 - Candlestick Analysis
Chapter 19 - Volumes
Chapter 20 - Indicators & Oscillators
Chapter 21 - “PHI-Bonacci”

EQUITY TRADING
Chapter 31 - Swing Trading
Chapter 32 - Speculative Trading &
Speculative Investing

STRATEGIES
Chapter 22 - Pyramid System Of
Financial Management
Chapter 23 - Fundamental Research
Chapter 24 - Minimal Risk Entries
Chapter 25 - High-Low Entry
Chapter 26 - Stops For Exits
Chapter 27 - Research & Plan

MERCANTILE TRADING
Chapter 36 - Currency Trading
Chapter 37 - Commodity Trading
Chapter 38 - Introduction To Futures

OPTIONS
Chapter 28 - Understanding Options
Chapter 29 - Writing Options
Chapter 30 - Defending The Delta

(Secondary Move)

Chapter 33 - Weekly Swings (0.25Delta)
Chapter 34 - Day Trading & Scalping
Chapter 35 - The 5DPEG v10.2

TRADE MANAGEMENT
Chapter 39 - Psychological
Management
Chapter 40 - Financial Management
Annex: Post-Graduate Assignments

Plus - Workstation & Trading Grids Familiarisation Workshop

BASIC TO INTERMEDIARY TO EXPERT
The Tutorial is the most basic of basics meant for absolute beginners
who have no experience in finance and/or economics. The Tutorial starts
by addressing and understanding all the issues in the financial world that
moves everything else, be it stocks, currencies, commodities, properties,
businesses, bonds, bank products, your money and everything else inbetween, both on-line and off-line.
Having said that, even experienced traders find the Tutorial enlightening
as it answers questions they never knew to ask in their years of
experience.
The Tutorial ends at an intermediary level that arms the student with
sufficient skill to manage finances, identify risks, maximise opportunities
and become savvier about their hard-earned monies in any or all of the
aforementioned areas. Obviously, trading is amongst the skills acquired.
The Tutorial is the foundation on which everything else is built upon.
Thereafter, there are various support programs to help the novice traders
that need the extra help as the Tutorial can be quite intensive for the
slower learners.

POST-GRADUATE COACHING TUTELAGE
ASSIGNMENT 1
Sectorial Research
• Breaking Down the Sector
and Industries
• Cycles and Macros
• Working the Seasonal Models

ASSIGNMENT 3
Derivatives Trading
• Set up and Preparation for
Trading Options
• Reading the Option Chain
• Planning your Strategy

ASSIGNMENT 2
Stock Portfolio Research and
Planning
• The Top-Down Approach
• Constructing a Portfolio
• Fundamentals & Technicals
• Portfolio Management

ASSIGNMENT 4
Putting It All Together
• Budget & Maintenance
Planning (Trade Management)
• Strategies & Hedges
(Psychological Management)
• Profits & Losses (Financial
Management)

ONE SOLID WEEKEND OF HANDS-ON APPLICATION

UNRIVALED SUPPORT AND CONTINUED LEARNING
Then for the fanatical traders, they have choices to pick in the future to master
specific skills in Options Trading, Commodities Trading, Futures Trading, CFDs,
Warrants and a host of other Specialist Instruments without having to pay huge
premiums for such advanced workshops.
This is not a get-rich-quick program and it certainly is not about becoming
financially free in a short time. Nor is it about indicators or fancy charting tricks.
The Tutorial is a balanced blend of macroeconomics, money management,
technical risk, psychological management and financial discipline. You are not
going to get a more complete syllabus from anybody else on this side of the
planet. This I promise you.
Requirements;
•
•
•
•
•

No prior experience needed (not unless you were trained by industry pros from the floor and
not some keyboard warrior who got lucky online)
Clear head (instead of all the rubbish you read on the net)
Realistic expectations (forget about millionaire dreams)
A spirit that is ready for a lot of really hard work ahead. (If you don't like that idea, don't join
... just keep dreaming that making money is very easy or join a guru who sells that idea.)
A PASSION to grow, learn and love everything life can throw at you.

NO ONE TEACHES, SUPPORTS OR SELLS
THE TUTORIAL ON CONRAD’S BEHALF

EVERY SINGLE SESSION SINCE 2006

WELL TRAINED, WELL PRACTICED, WELL SUPPORTED, WELL REPUTED
Conrad has been an on-line trader since 2004. After a poor start he persisted by going to the US to learn from
the likes of John Person (Chicago), Ron Ianieri (NASDAQ), Jon Najarian (NYSE) and a host of other Wall
Street professionals between 2006 and 2007. Over the next three years, he further educated himself on
economics and humanities under the mentorship of David Caploe, (Hon AB Harvard/PhD Princeton). Today, he
is sought after for his intimate knowledge of Macroeconomics, Sector Rotation, Defensive Analysis, Financial
Psychology and short-term trading techniques including Swing Trading, Day Trading and Scalping. He is
known for his unique and simplified blend of Macroeconomics and Financial Management for his defensive and
psychological approach to trading.
Conrad’s best-selling publications:
•
•
•
•
•
•

#1 best-selling co-author of Secrets of Millionaire Investors (2007)
Best-selling author of Secret Psychology of Millionaire Traders (2009)
#1 best-selling co-author of Profit from the Panic (2009)
Best-selling author of Winning Psychology of Defensive Traders (2014)
Creator of Candlestick Patterns (2008) and Breakout Patterns (2009) Quick Reference Cards
Creator and owner of the Candlestick Patterns and Breakout Patterns apps (2016)

Conrad’s appearances:
•
•
•
•
•

Conrad has repeatedly been requested as a speaker/trainer with Macquarie Capital Securities, UOB Kay Hian,
OCBC Securities, RHB Securities, CIMB Securities, DBS Vickers Securities, Phillip Securities and Phillip Futures.
Keynote/Content speaker at various business and motivational workshops and podcasts such as 52Traders.
Repeat guest speaker at Malaysia’s Bursa (Exchange), Singapore NTU’s Alumni, NTUC, Wealth Expo, Singapore
Institute of Management, ShareInvestor’s INVEST Fair, the ATIC, Investor’s Exchange and SMART Expo
Regular contributor to INVEST Magazine (ShareInvestor) and the Business Times (SPH).
Appeared on Channel NewsAsia’s ‘Cents & Sensibilities’ and ‘Primetime Morning’.

PATTERN TRADER™ IS NOW IN DEMAND BY BROKERS,
LIQUIDITY PROVIDERS & FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

TRAINING DEALERS, REMISIERS & PROP TRADERS

QUERIES, SCHEDULES, BOOKINGS

SOCIAL MEDIA AND WEB SITES

SOLID CONTENT • SOLID TRAINING • SOLID SUPPORT • SOLID REPUTATION

